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Abstract 

 

The basis for the Small Business Network Integration project was constructed to 

give a small business an implementation of a secured network model while maintaining 

the ease of functionality for its users. The model that is structured will allow the business, 

Cincinnati Needlepoint, to have all of their basic needs while maintaining Active 

Directory features of an enterprise network.  

The network was be set up at the designated location in Madeira, OH and also 

allows the users to remotely access documents from any location from any computer or 

mobile device (as long as Internet is present) Not only are the users able to access their 

documents through the provided storage, they are also able to access their own email 

accounts through Microsoft Exchange. The servers will be maintained after the project is 

over to support the users for any more future expansions done to the business. 

One of our major goals is to allow our users to understand and troubleshoot any 

problems that might occur within the network. There will be as much documentation as 

possible for the users to remotely access the network via mobile devices such as an iPad, 

Microsoft or an Android tablet. 
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Project Description and Intended Use 

1.1. Background 

Cincinnati Needlepoint is a new company that plans to open its doors in March of 

2013 in the town of Madeira, Ohio. This company is a small business that is owned and 

operated by Jane McCrackan, with the assistance of Debra Westerbeck. Cincinnati 

Needlepoint is a direct result of a liquidation of the business Absolutely Needlepoint and 

as such has no existing hardware, software, or network layout to facilitate the needs of 

the new business when it opens. In order to meet their goal opening in March they will 

need to get their location brought up to date technologically so that they will be able to 

run their business at maximum efficacy. 

 

1.2.Problem 

The first of many problems at hand is that the new location that they will be 

opening up in has not been updated since the 1990’s and will need to be setup with a 

hardwire and wireless solution to provide Internet access throughout the building. The 

new building was built in the 1950’s and due to the nature of the building being 

comprised of both concrete and plaster walls dividing the building which make using a 

single wireless access point impossible. The owners as well as the landlord have 

requested that we map out any changes and planned modifications to the building in 

advance in order to help preserve the building. 

 One of the greatest downfalls of the previous business was a lack of an auditing 

system for the employees and as such several unwanted changes over time were made to 

their computer system at Absolutely Needlepoint. This also led to the compromise of 
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secure documents by a previous employee as well. Jane has requested that we look into a 

way to “keep an eye” on who has been where within their network. 

 With the previous business the owners had several requests and complaints from 

the customers about not having a way to access the Internet within the shop, specifically 

within the common and teaching areas. While the owners had originally hoped to 

facilitate the request of the customers, they were both hesitant due to security risks to 

their own business and unable to provide full wireless coverage to the area of the shop 

due to the building layout. Cincinnati Needlepoint would like to be able to provide their 

customers with access to the Internet without having to compromise their own internal 

network in doing so. 

 The previous location was using a Hotmail mail account as the shop email 

account. This lead to several of their customers complaining about not receiving various 

emails only to find out that they had been filtered into the trash or “spam” folder of their 

browser. Cincinnati Needlepoint would like to be able to setup an email account with a 

professional domain so that their customer base would be able to recognize the sender of 

the email and not have to worry about a scam or virus being contained within. On a side 

note they would also like to be able to setup mailing lists to certain cliental regarding 

purchases and promotions. 

 One of the most difficult factors to overcome with the previous location was that 

the average age of the employee was 74. This meant that most of the employees had 

several problems with the previous system including and not limited to: being unable to 

see the text on screen, being unable to login, unable to use the accounting software, 

unable to remember their password. The list above was condensed from a page and a half 
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of complaints from the previous staff. As a part of the technological update, Jane 

McCrackan has requested that whatever system that we decide to implement must be 

simple to navigate through as well as easy to control (administer). 

 The last problem that we were asked to address was the issue of accessing their 

office computer outside of work. Previously they were using a system known as “go to 

my pc” which at first inspection appeared to be a wrapper program for Microsoft remote 

desktop. This system also had a recurring monthly charge as well of $14.99 and only 

allowed for one user to be connected at a time. Cincinnati Needlepoint would like to be 

able to provide access to their files to multiple concurrent users from offsite. They would 

also like this process to be as secure as possible as well so that they would be able to 

access their files from public Wi-Fi networks in locations such as McDonald’s and 

Starbucks. 

We have recently been issued as request to see if we would be able to implement 

an electronic cash register (point of sale system) at the new location that would be able to 

provide a variety of information on the sales during the day. The software they have 

requested is a system provided by JMM systems targeted specifically for the needlepoint 

industry. 
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1.3. Proposed Solution 

We have looked into implementing a number of solutions to help meet the various 

needs of Cincinnati Needlepoint. A brief overview of what we plan to include is a domain 

deployment, an exchange server, network storage, and VPN access. There is also some 

background setup that we will need to look into as well such as equipment purchase, 

wiring, and determining a best practice network setup. 

Here are the major things that we'll be implementing: 

- Implement a small business based network for Cincinnati Needlepoint. 

- Provide online any time access storage via client computers or mobile devices. 

- Secure access through a VPN client and authorization. 

- Company email and title.  
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2. Design Protocols 

2.1. User Profiles 

 There are two groups for the users at for the small business network integration 

for Cincinnati Needlepoint: There are the regular users and there are the administrators. 

We will be setting up these user profiles up in our Active Directory that is going to be set 

up for destneedle.com. We have a Use Case Diagram set up below: 

 

 

Figure 1. Use Case Diagram 

 

The Users are going to have very simple features such as accessing email, logging onto 

FTP Access and the ability to use Quicken as a POS System. 

The Administrator side will be able to manage the FTP Service, Active Directory, 

updates for the user computers and any security/antivirus updates. 
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2.2. Solution Details 

 The first step Cincinnati Needlepoint had to do was the simplest task in the 

process. This is the task of selecting an Internet service provider that will be able to meet 

the needs of their business at the best price point. This will also allow for remote services 

to be setup as well as provide Internet access to the building. 

 Wired and Wireless access was the next step in the design. Due to the older nature 

of the building, wireless signals have had issues in our initial tests spreading coverage 

throughout the location. To counter these issues a mix system of wireless and wired 

access will be provide to various locations throughout the building. Wired access points 

would be provided in secure areas of the location and centralized at a UTM9S series 

router. This specific router series also provides expansion for a wireless module as well 

and through this module we plan to provide wireless access and wireless access points 

through three separate points within the store. These wireless access points will also be 

setup on their own separate VLAN in order to provide a safe environment for the internal 

setup of the network as well. This will help keep any sensitive data contained within 

Cincinnati Needlepoint away from the public facing VLAN. An example of our projected 

setup can be seen below. 
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Figure 2. Network Layout 

 

Implementing a server is the next stepping point in the process. In order to 

implement many of the services requested by Jane and Debra a purchase of two servers 

would be required in order to meet their needs. The first server build we would look at 

would be a Dell 110S model server running windows server 2012. This server would be 

able to provide most of the domain functions including a way to centrally administrate 

users, provide security, and set storage. The second server is an HP 4800x series desktop 

running windows server 2008 R2 (being that a license already exists for this machine). 

This will meet the limited needs of the second server by providing an email setup as well 
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as acting as a secondary server for storage. The HP server will function almost 

exclusively as a storage server. 

 After acquiring the servers for Cincinnati Needlepoint, the next step in the process 

will be to setup a domain for the use of the shop. A decision was passed down to “go with 

the latest and greatest” by the owners of Cincinnati Needlepoint, so the primary server 

will be running Windows Server 2012 essentials (due to the limited need of user 

accounts). This will also provide the business with an easy way to setup “cloud” based 

storage (see storage section). The owners will be able to easily create user accounts, 

manage users, provide access to protected network areas, and integrate with the exchange 

setup. This will help to provide an easy administration point as well as a convenient way 

to manage the security of the network saving time and money by preventing the need to 

manually update and configure each individual computer after an update. 

 Currently one of the most heated topics of discussion in this upgrade process has 

been involving VPN access and remote storage for Cincinnati Needlepoint. The current 

plan for VPN access to Cincinnati Needlepoint’s network involves using the VPN 

functionality of the UTM9S series router that is currently embedded in the firmware 

design in the router. Through this we can interface the VPN functionality through 

Windows Server 2012 and provide an easy way to configure and adjust the settings of the 

VPN setup as well. Implementing a VPN setup will help to provide a secure method for 

the owners of the shop to remotely access the shops network in a safe manner without 

booting off other users upon accessing the network. This will eliminate the recurring 

monthly costs of the go to my pc software in the process as well. 
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 The next area of interest is our cloud storage setup. This is the only part of the 

network plan that is yet to be set in stone at this point. Prior to 11/19/2012 the best 

method available for use was a software known as ownCloud. OwnCloud is an 

opensource cloud software that provides remote and secure file access from a centralized 

storage location, available through means of remote access, VPN setups, as well as a 

Web interface for accessing files as well. This software also provides access to other 

useful tools including calendar and email interfaces as well. The drawback to this 

particular setup though is that there is no way to set permission levels or interface with 

the Active Directory environment currently in place. This would mean that users would 

need a separate set of logins to access this part of the system. Our alternative is to simply 

setup a remote access point through VPN to the storage server (HP4800x) though this 

would eliminate the calendar and email functionality provided by ownCloud in the 

process. 
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3. Deliverables 

- Integrate a fully functioning network for a small business at a site. 

- Set up a Domain Controller server and an Exchange server for the small business 

network.The exchange server and clients will be added to a domain (currently named 

destneedle.com) 

- Allow users to be able to have a secured access to the network offsite via VPN client. 

- Users will be able to access the network through a mobile device. They will be able to 

access the network whether they're on an iPad, iPhone, Surface Tablet and Android 

mobile device. 
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4. Project Planning 

4.1 Project Budget 

One of the benefits provided by the owners of Cincinnati Needlepoint is that the 

technology budget for this project isn’t considered an issue in the eyes of the owners. 

This means that the budget for the project is unofficially listed as “just get it done”. 

However, just because capital isn’t an issue doesn’t mean that there should be 

unnecessary spending as a result. The projected budget for the project at this time is to 

stay below a cost of $5,500. Currently the project has amassed a total cost of $2,513.49 

with an expected increase of up to $200 for wiring costs to the building. This leaves the 

project coming in almost $3,000 under the outlined budget. Refer to the figure below for 

an abbreviated equipment summary of project. 

Budget summary 

  Equipment Cost 

Dell PowerEdge server $599.00  

500 GB HDD $239.00  

Windows Server 2008 R2 $799.00  

Netgear UTM9S router $321.00  

Netgear UTM9SWLSN wireless module $52.50  

Microsoft exchange server 2010 $402.99  

HP 4800x series computers $100.00  

Total Cost $2,513.49  

 

Figure 3. Budget 

Though this project seems large in scale the equipment costs and requirements for 

this project are in fact quite small. The goal for this project was to essentially “do a lot 

with a little” as Debra Westerbeck said. 
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4.2. Project Timeline 

Timeline 

Fall Semester Spring Semester 

Research the needs of the companies. Setup and prep up Cincinnati Needlepoint 

Research software. Install and configure hardware onsite. 

Test and compare software. Test and tune. 

Gather needs and requirements for our 
equipment. 

Prep and deploy to Superior Products 
location. 

Pitch our plan to the client. Fine tune and tweak. 

Purchase equipment and software licensing. Prepare for Tech Expo. 

Have images and settings ready to deploy by 
January.   

 

Figure 4. Semester Timelines 

 

Winter Semester GANTT Chart 

 

Figure 5. Winter Semester GANTT Chart 

 

4.3. Project Software 

- Software: 

 Microsoft Server 2012 – Foundations edition, places a cap on the number 

of active user accounts available at a reduction in price 
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 Microsoft Server 2008 R2 – Preexisting license on the HP 4800x server 

 Microsoft Exchange – Small business server edition. 

 Quicken - Our POS System that is going to be set up for Cincinnati 

Needlepoint. 

 

4.4. Project Hardware 

- Servers: 

 Dell PowerEdge t110ii – Intel Xeon E3-1220 @ 3.10GHz, 8GB 1333MHz 

memory, 500gb 7.2k RPM SATA 3Gbps x 2. 

 HP 4800x – Intel Core 2 duo @ 2.80 GHz, 4 GB 1333MHz memory, 

500gb 7.2k RPM SATA 3Gbps x 4 

- Desktops: 

 Asus Barebones A81 – Intel i5 @ 2.80 GHZ, 8 GB DDR3 15500 memory, 

1TB Western Digital caviar black 7.2k RPM SATA 3Gbps x 4 

 Asus Barebones A81 – Intel i5 @ 2.80 GHZ, 8 GB DDR3 15500 memory, 

1TB Western Digital caviar black 7.2k RPM SATA 3Gbps x 4 

- Routers and Switches 

 Netgear UTM9S Router – 6 port switch, VPN up to 25 concurrent users, 

integrated services including antivirus and filtering. 

 Netgear UTM9S WLSN – Wireless module, dual band, 2.4 and 5 GHz 

ranges supported. 

 Cisco range extender – Supports 2.4 and 5GHz bandwidths, refreshes and 

extends wireless signals. 
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- Peripherals 

 Samsung 226ALP – 22 Inch Monitor, provided 

 Samsung 226ALP – 22 Inch Monitor, provided 

 Microsoft Keyboard and Mouse combo – provided 

 Microsoft Keyboard and Mouse combo - provided 

 250 Ft CAT5 - Shielded twisted pair + ends and crimping tools 

 Faceplates – Faceplates for the wall. 
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5. Proof of Design 

5.1. Network 

 Our first deliverable was to have a fully functioning network that is integrated at 

the location of Cincinnati Needlepoint. We had to scout the area first so we could decide 

where to put our hardware and what wiring we needed to do to make this all work. We 

had to make sure that the server was in a secured place. Although not pictured below, the 

server will be locked away in the future. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Main Lobby of Cincinnati Needlepoint 
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Figure 7. POS Workstation Location (Before) 

 

 

Figure 8. POS Workstation Location (After) 
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Figure 9. Server Location (Before) 

 

 

Figure 10. Server Location (After) 
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Figure 11. Workstation Location (Before) 

 

 

Figure 12. Workstation Location (After) 
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5.2. Network Servers 

 Here are some screenshots of the server hardware that we have set up. There are 

also screenshots of the server setups. As mentioned before, we have an Active Directory 

Server set up as well as an Exchange Server. The Active Directory Server will also serve 

as a file server. 

 

 

Figure 13. Setting up the Servers 
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Figure 14. Domain Setup 

 

 

Figure 15. Domain Controller Features 
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Figure 16. Exchange Server Features 

 

 

Figure 17. Outlook Web App 
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Figure 18. Workstations in the Domain 
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5.3. Remote FTP Access 

 PPTP (Point-To-Point Tunneling Protocol) was used to handle VPN requests. 

This provided support for a wider range of devices (home computers with either 

Windows or iOS operating systems, mobile devices and tablets). The PPTP port 

forwarding was set through the Cisco RV110W router. We had this set up to where only 

authorized users can access the network via VPN. 

 

 

Figure 19. Remote Access Clients 
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Figure 20. Remote Access via Windows 

 

5.4. Mobile Access 

 A mobile device can connect to the Cincinnati Needlepoint network as long as it 

has the appropriate PPTP credentials to VPN. 

 

Figure 21. Remote Mobile Connection (Android) 
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Figure 22. Remote Mobile Connection (iPhone) 
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6. Testing 

6.1. Administration Access 

 In order to test administrative access to the cincineedle domain we provided the 

shop’s owner with administrative access by adding them to the cinneedleadmin group. 

We then had the user attempt to perform the administrative task of creating and managing 

a new domain user. After creating the user we then had them add the user to several 

groups. As a final test the user then installed a program to the needleterm1 computer. 

 

6.2. Authorized Access for Workstations 

 When testing this scenario we created a new, non-administrative user for this 

testing point. After joining the terminal computer to the domain, the user would then 

attempt to log into the terminal computer. After successfully connecting to the terminal 

computer under the supplied logon information, the user would then attempt to access the 

network share drive to verify network access. When the tasks mentioned above were 

completed the testing scenario was then marked as a success. 

 

6.3. E-Mail Access 

 Users were added to the Exchange Server that we had set up. Users can access the 

Outlook Web App by using their domain credentials when accessing 

https://cincineedlemail.cincineedle.com. Users are able to access this when on and off 

site.  
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6.4. Remote Access (Desktop) 

 In order to test the remote desktop access into the cincineedle domain our user 

was provided with the VPN information required and one of the terminal computers from 

the shop. The user then brought the terminal computer to their home and entered the 

supplied network information into the Microsoft remote desktop client. The user then 

confirmed that they were able to then remotely access the needleterm2 machine from 

outside of the domain. 

 

6.5. Remote Access (Mobile) 

 To test the remote access features provided to Cincinnati Needlepoint through a 

mobile device we would start by creating VPN connection on the supplied Android and 

iPhone devices. After the connection was properly established, the user would then 

attempt to store and then access a file from the storage drive on the cincineedle domain. 

After successfully completing the tasks above the access was then considered a success. 

 

6.6. Wireless Access 

 In order to test Cincinnati Needlepoint’s wireless network we had to implement 

two testing phases. The first section of the testing phase was to connect with the provided 

wireless device to each separate network. Then, after connecting the devices we would 

then attempt to ping devices on the secure wireless vlan in order to make sure they would 

be able to be contacted across the internal network properly. 
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6.7. Antivirus/Security Management 

 In order to create a secure environment for our users to function, a proper 

antivirus solution and firewall combination needed to be implemented in order to project 

Cincinnati Needlepoint’s users. Testing this aspect of the small business implementation 

turned out to be a much more difficult undertaking than was originally thought out with 

the testing scenario put in place, we simply let our users browse over a month long period 

and simply sat back and waited to see what potential infections they could manage to 

pick up with the locked down settings put in to place. At the end of the month long period 

we then collected data on number of viruses deferred, removed and intruders deferred. 

After sharing collecting our findings, we then shared our statistics with our clients for 

their approval. 
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7. Conclusion and Recommendations 

7.1. Conclusion 

Cincinnati Needlepoint is a new store opening in March of 2013 and needs help 

getting their business up to speed technologically. They need to address the issues of 

providing Internet access, setting up a network, setting up a point of sale system, 

providing storage, and providing a way to access the storage remotely and in a secure 

manner.  

 We personally felt that this project was an adequate way to demonstrate the skills 

we had acquired through our careers in the Information Technology major at the 

University of Cincinnati. This project included a full array of network problems and we 

also helped Cincinnati Needlepoint as well by avoiding the need to hire a consulting firm 

to come in and setup a network. 

 

7.2. Recommendations 

 Although we feel that the project is complete, there is one feature that we can 

implement when making future changes to the network. One of the biggest things that 

Cincinnati Needlepoint will face in the future is expansion to the network. As the 

business grows, there will be an increase in the need for more computer hardware. More 

computers and devices can easily be added to the network, but the router may need to be 

upgraded to handle the network load. The router we are currently using, the Cisco 

RV110W router, may not handle the load well enough if there are many additional users 

in the network. 
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